After a five-day trial, he was acquitted on March 5, 2013. In Dark Days, Blythe tells the story of his incarceration and the wild life that led up to it. As he explains, “Most substance abuse books…Dark days: a memoir (Book, 2015) [WorldCat.org]

Dark Days is a memoir centreing around one of the more extraordinary stories in heavy metal in recent years, that of the...for manslaughter-in the Czech Republic-of D. Randall Blythe, lead singer of the hugely successful metal band Lamb of God.

Blythe is a natural storyteller and his voice drips with cutting humor, endearing empathy, and soulful insight. Much more...D. Randall Blythe's own story about what went down—before, during, and after—told only as he can. Read Full Product Description

Entirely the opposite of a happy-go-lucky rock star memoir, Dark Days is about Randy's journey, looking back on everything he went through in a land where one is not innocent until proven guilty.

Book Review: “Dark Days: A Memoir” By D. Randall Blythe...Riveting, bold and brutally honest Dark Days: A Memoir isn't your everyday rock and roll memoir…Blythe recounts his...as it comes from the perspective of a serious rock musician, good-natured person trying to do the right thing

Dark Days: A Memoir (Hardcover) | Fountain Bookstore

“Entirely the opposite of a happy-go-lucky rock star memoir, Dark Days is about Randy's journey, looking back on...as it comes from the perspective of a serious rock musician, good-natured person trying to do the right thing”

“Entirely the opposite of a happy-go-lucky rock star memoir, Dark Days is about Randy's journey, looking back on...as it comes from the perspective of a serious rock musician, good-natured person trying to do the right thing”

You could purchase lead dark days a memoir or get it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this dark days a...straight acquire it. It's so unquestionably simple and so fats, isn't it? You have remained in right site to start getting this info.
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